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The dramatic change in the Brilliant Group has sparked widespread concern in the outside world. 

Although the police had also intervened in the investigation, there was little result in a short period of 

time, and there was a lot of discussion in the outside world. 

“Older brother, have you heard about what happened to the Brilliant Group.” He Hongwei’s tone was all 

smiles when he was on the phone with Ji Feng, obviously in a rather good mood. 

“I did hear something about it, but I didn’t pay much attention to it.” Ji Feng, who had just returned 

from Island No. 1, had also heard about the Brilliant Group, but today’s Brilliant Group was no longer a 

threat to him, and even, back when Rong Peng had left the Brilliant Group, it had actually started to go 

downhill. 

Coupled with that time when the Brilliant Group insisted on selling the project to the Boundary Peng 

people, even at the top level, the impression left by the Brilliant Group was not very good. 

Therefore, Ji Feng’s eyes had stopped paying attention to the Brilliant Group a long time ago. 

“But there’s big news here!” 

He Hongwei laughed: “There’s a news you’ll definitely like to hear, it’s said that in this theft of funds 

from the Brilliant Group, that youngest member of the Wu family played an ignominious role, some 

people even said that the assassination of Zhai Yadong and Shao Jie was also related to Wu Zhiyong, 

how about that, isn’t this news interesting?” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but frown at his words, “Where did you hear this news from?” 

He Hongwei laughed, “Little gossip, originally I didn’t care, but then I thought about it, I suddenly found 

this news is really quite interesting.” 

Ji Feng understood what he meant, “Are you saying that from all indications, this matter has benefited 

Wu Zhiyong, so Wu Zhiyong has this motive?” 

“That’s right!” 

He Hongwei said, “Although on the surface, the huge amount of money of the Brilliant Group was lost 

and Wu Zhiyong, as a member of the Wu family, also suffered a loss, but if we consider Wu Zhiyong’s 

position in the Wu family and his situation after Wu Zhengmin’s fall, it is not difficult to understand. 

Compared to the losses suffered by Wu Zhengxiang’s line, Wu Zhiyong’s little loss is no longer a loss. 

Compared to the loss of a little money and the complete loss of his future, or even being completely 

suppressed, I’m afraid that Wu Zhiyong would want to let the Brilliant Group go bankrupt on this!” 

For He Hongwei’s analysis Ji Feng thought deeply, although on the surface it looked like the Brilliant 

Group lost a large amount of assets and it was the entire Wu family that was injured, but according to 

the news now almost all of the Wu family was in the hands of Wu Zhengxiang, even if certain bigwigs in 

the faction were still supporting Wu Zhiyong because they had a good relationship with Wu Zhengmin 

before, more and more people from the Wu family lineage had started to openly support Wu 

Zhengxiang. 



Wu Zhiyong’s position and situation in the Wu family can be imagined. 

Then, with the entire Wu family suffering losses, it would be good if 10% of these losses could fall on Wu 

Zhiyong’s head. 

On the contrary, if the Brilliant Group collapsed, the Wu family lineage would lose its biggest economic 

source, which I am afraid would cause another huge upheaval in the Wu family lineage, which had 

already started to decline drastically. 

“In that case, Wu Zhiyong’s suspicions are really great!” 

Ji Feng said thoughtfully, “But then again, if this matter is really behind Wu Zhiyong’s work, then doesn’t 

he think about his future? If the Wu family collapses, in the long run Wu Zhiyong still won’t get any 

benefits.” 

He Hongwei said, “That’s why I said, this person Wu Zhiyong is actually still ruthless and treacherous 

enough.” 

Ji Feng asked, “How do you say this?” 

“It starts with Wu Zhiyong’s situation, Shao Jie’s appearance is undoubtedly the biggest threat to Wu 

Zhiyong, and perhaps, Wu Zhiyong feels a huge crisis as well.” 

He Hongwei said, “Then in that case, do you think Wu Zhiyong will still think he has a future in the 

future? I’m afraid the first thing he has to do is to save his own life! If he doesn’t even have a life, don’t 

even talk about his future in the future!” 

Ji Feng nodded with a smile, “That’s true.” 

“So ah, Wu Zhiyong is ruthless enough, instead of not knowing which day may be somehow dead, then it 

is better for everyone to play out together, and in this way, when the person who can threaten his life 

falls, even if he is no longer that Wu family’s youngest, but Wu Zhengmin before more or less still has 

some incense, there will certainly still be someone to help him, continue to go on the career may not 

work, but It is still possible to go far away and be a rich family man!” 

Ji Feng listened to this and pondered. 

“Of course, I’m only hearing this from hearsay, but it’s hard to say if that’s the case or not.” He Hongwei 

said, “But I think you can pay attention to it, maybe there will be an unexpected harvest?” 

“Good!” 

Ji Feng smiled and nodded, “I’ll pay attention to it when I have time. But there’s one thing I’m curious 

about, how exactly did the Brilliant Group lose tens of billions of dollars?” 

He Hongwei said, “It is said that there was a problem within the bank, and there was also a problem 

with the offshore company that the Brilliant Group belonged to, anyway, it was internal and external 

collusion, and it seems that not so much was lost at one time, but it was divided into many times, only 

that more than ten billion had been lost when it was discovered.” 



He Hongwei was still a bit staggered when he said, “The person who operated the funds must be a 

master, and the person who laid it out is even more of a master, I’m afraid this kind of bureau can’t be 

fixed in a day or two, it’s estimated to have been laid out for a long time, now the Wu family news is 

blocked to death, that’s all I heard so far.” 

Internal and external collusion! 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but be surprised, even though he also had this guess, after all, the astronomical 

figure of over ten billion was not a hundred dollars that could be stolen just by thinking about it, without 

the involvement of people inside the group and the bank, it was obviously unrealistic. 

But getting the confirmation from He Hongwei’s mouth made Ji Feng still a little surprised. 

Because to be able to steal more than ten billion, this means was a little too clever, just like what He 

Hongwei said, the person who laid it out must be a master. 

The theft of funds from the Brilliant Group became the hottest news in recent times, but shortly 

afterwards Ji Feng suddenly heard a piece of news that was not reported by the media. 

Wu Zhiyong had disappeared! 

Wu Zhiyong, who was originally serving in Northern Shaanxi Province, suddenly lost contact, and no one 

could find him, nor did anyone know where he had gone. 

At once, the vast majority of people linked the assassination of Shao Jie and Zhai Yadong, as well as the 

theft of funds from the Brilliant Group, to Wu Zhiyong. 

However, Ji Feng was a bit puzzled, he felt that this was a bit too coincidental. 

However, now Ji Feng did not have so much energy to pay attention to these, the change of the Wu 

family naturally had someone to pay attention to, what he had to do now was to build the No.1 Island. 

…… 

In the blink of an eye, another six months had passed. 

When Ji Feng stood on the tower of the civilian airport on Island No. 1, looking at the vast runway and 

tarmac, and then looking at the large dock that had been built on the far shore and the large ships that 

were moored there, as well as the buildings that had risen from the ground on Island No. 1, he could not 

help but smile slightly. 

Finally, we have settled down! 

Next, it was time for the Tengfei Group and Island One to develop at a rapid pace! 

At the same time, countless pairs of eyes all over the world were staring at Island No. 1, such as the 

Vietnamese, who were constantly thinking of taking back Island No. 1, while Kepong and the Philippines, 

as well as Rice and others were thinking of how to blockade China. 

Xiang Yongzhan has mentioned many times that there are at least eight or more spy satellites in Earth 

orbit right now watching Island No. 1, and they are still doing so 24/7. 



Those countries also all knew that the people on Island One must be well aware that they were being 

watched, but were apparently powerless to resist, which was rather like a bullying exercise in a clear-cut 

manner. 

But then, one night, Island One suddenly disappeared from the satellite picture! 

This immediately alerted all the countries watching Island One, but no matter how much they mobilised 

their satellites, or even used drones to scout, they could no longer get a picture of Island One! 

If a low-altitude reconnaissance aircraft was expelled by the Chinese air force before it could get within 

range of Island No. 1, or if it forced its way through the blockade, it would disappear for no apparent 

reason. 

What a living hell! 

How could an island of this size disappear for no reason at all? There hadn’t been any major 

earthquakes, tsunamis or violent crustal movements in these waters. 

But no matter how puzzling the outside world is, Island One has indeed disappeared from the sight of 

outsiders, except for the Chinese navy and cargo ships when they are delivering supplies, they will see a 

clear and normal Island One. 

The Magnetic Field Jammer! 

This is a high-tech device that uses the planet’s magnetic field for concealment, and in fact, for the level 

of technology in the Gamma system, this technology has long been a very common one. 

For, the reason why spatial coordinate detection technology has gradually replaced detection 

technologies such as optical and infrared scanning is that it was developed in response to this magnetic 

field concealment technology. 

But on the present Earth, this concealment technique is undoubtedly epoch-making. 

So those who were interested in snooping around could only see in the shadows one huge cargo ship 

after another setting sail from the southern waters of China, entering the area where Island No. 1 was 

located, and then disappearing into thin air after reaching a certain coordinate location, and batch after 

batch of various technical and engineering personnel likewise disappearing to a certain location. 

The No.1 Island was hidden, but the Tengfei Group did not stop its development. 

Three months later, Tengfei signed another agreement with the military, transferring all the technology 

of the laser cannon, so that it could be equipped with any equipment, such as aircraft, ships, tanks and 

even satellites, after it had been debugged. 

On the civilian side, the Tengfei Group has launched a small anti-gravity engine that has caused a huge 

stir. It is even believed that this groundbreaking engine will completely overwhelm or even destroy the 

existing power theory system within the next few years. 

There are also those who believe that the Tengfei Group is building its own system from the ground up. 

If we start with the traditional aspects, even if the Tengfei Group develops for another 20 years, I am 

afraid that it will not be able to crush the world’s super groups. 



However, to build its own unique system from the ground up, and an anti-gravity power system that is 

countless times more advanced than the current traditional power system, is a move that can be said to 

be the bottom of the barrel. 
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If the Tengfei Group was in the country, even if the Ji family was as strong as it was, the Tengfei Group 

would have been boycotted by countless people. 

The anti-gravity system, a very different power system from the existing one, is simply going to 

fundamentally destroy the existing power system. 

This is because this new power system is so advanced that once it is rolled out, the existing internal 

combustion engines and electric motors and other traditional power systems will be quickly replaced, 

which will be a disaster for any enterprise related to internal combustion engines. 

Cutting off people’s money is like killing their parents! You can imagine how many people will lose their 

jobs and how many people will lose their sleep as a result of this new powertrain! 

Even Xiang Jiefang had called Ji Feng specifically to ask about the anti-power system. 

“Chief Xiang, in fact, strictly speaking this is just a power system, it doesn’t mean that it can completely 

replace the existing power system.” 

Ji Feng explained with a smile, “For example, if this system is loaded onto an aircraft, it can make the 

aircraft gain faster climbing speed and longer range, but if it is loaded onto a submarine, it cannot make 

the submarine fly, and if it is loaded onto a tank, it cannot make the tank fly either ……” 

Xiang Jiefang immediately asked, “Do you mean to say that this anti-power system is actually only for 

aircraft?” 

Ji Feng smiled, “For now it is, but of course it’s not just for planes, but anything that can fly can be used, 

such as rockets, missiles, even space ships and so on.” 

“What kind of effect can it achieve?” Xiang Jiefang asked hastily. 

“Let’s say for example, if a three-stage launch vehicle is needed to launch a satellite, if it’s equipped with 

an anti-gravity system, it might only need a little bit of propulsion, or even if the kinetic energy of the 

anti-gravity engine is strong enough, it won’t even need other engines.” 

Ji Feng laughed: “And then, for example, missiles, if equipped with an anti-gravity system, no longer 

need to waste so much kinetic energy consumed in lifting off when launching, so the loaded warheads 

will be more, the same goes for aircraft, the bomb load will be very different from now …… ” 

When Xiang Jiefang heard this, he was already excited. 

Don’t look at Ji Feng’s description when only said the tone of flat, but this has what kind of significance, 

Xiang Jiefang as the chief that really know too well. 



Not to mention that this is an epoch-making power system, just in terms of actual strategic significance, 

the same fighter aircraft, equipped with the anti-gravity system, will have a substantial increase in both 

bomb load and flight speed, not to mention the increase in range at the same time! 

“Ji Feng, since this is an innovation aimed at the military, why did you announce it so early?” Xiang 

Jiefang asked. 

“Actually, it’s not aimed at the military aspect, I’m trying to apply this power system to the civilian 

aspect!” Ji Feng explained with a smile, “There is another system that is really used for the military 

aspect.” 

“There’s another system?!” 

If Ji Feng hadn’t admitted it himself, he wouldn’t have believed it was true, but now he knew from Ji 

Feng’s mouth that there was another system! 

Ji Feng said: “Chief Xiang, in fact, it’s not clear in one or two sentences, in general, it means that the 

Tengfei Group has developed two sets of power systems, the two sets of systems have different power 

sizes, just like an engine with different displacement sizes, the power is also different. This system that is 

being announced out now is actually a simplified version.” 

Xiang Jiefang couldn’t sit still any longer: “I’m going to island number one, you get both systems ready!” 

After just half a day had passed, Ji Feng met with Xiang Jiefang. 

This time, Xiang Jiefang had not come alone, and had brought seven or eight people, all experts from the 

military. 

But even before seeing the anti-gravity system, Xiang Jiefang was already quite shocked. 

Although he had been following the construction and development of Island No. 1, whether he was 

listening to the reports or looking at the photos, it was far less clear than coming to the island and 

feeling it for himself. 

The sky has turned upside down! 

If he hadn’t been here, he wouldn’t have believed that he was on Island One. 

Not only had the entire island doubled in size, but it also had all kinds of facilities on it. 

But what attracted the most attention to Liberation was the various weapons facilities arranged on the 

island, as well as the tower-like building located off to the north. 

“Is this the magnetic field disruptor?” Asked Jiefang. 

“That’s right, it’s by this thing that Island No. 1 is able to perform stealth, even if an aircraft flies over 

Island No. 1, the human eye can see it, but it definitely won’t show up on the radar, and the camera 

definitely won’t capture it.” 

Ji Feng laughed, “This is also a guarantee for the development of No. 1 Island.” 



Xiang Jiefang was deeply impressed, according to this current development direction and speed of No.1 

Island, it really provoked too many people’s sensitive nerves, especially because Xiang Jiefang knew, in 

this year’s time, how many kinds of advanced technology the Tengfei Group had provided to the 

military. 

If foreign countries knew that all these technologies came from the Tengfei Group, a war would 

definitely break out on Island No. 1 and it would become a target for all parties to fight over. 

“This magnetic field jammer is great! Ji Feng, I’ve heard that this island of yours is full of one innovation 

after another!” Xiang Jiefang said. 

“When you bury your head in the sand and dive into research, you progress faster!” Ji Feng laughed, 

“Moreover, there is still some energy being spent on creating land around the sea, Island No. 1 is still 

too small, if we can connect all the surrounding island groups and enclose them into a small continent, 

even if it is only as big as Treasure Island, it will be enough.” 

Xiang Jiefang shook his head and did not say anything, but in his heart he was feeling emotional and 

shocked. 

The area of Island No. 1 had doubled in a year, and if this rate continued, it would not take more than a 

few years to connect all the surrounding island groups into one, which would be quite an intimidating 

area. 

As for the Vietnamese and Filipinos on the surrounding islands, Xiang Jiefang had originally considered 

the international impact, but now it seems that I’m afraid that Ji Feng had already taken it all into 

account. 

Under the leadership of Ji Feng, Xiang Jiefang saw one of the latest technologies, and the shock in his 

heart grew stronger and stronger, and in the end, he was numb! 

Finally, Xiang Jiefang saw the two anti-gravity systems. 

He saw them in a large workshop of sorts, which was still undergoing experiments when he arrived. 

Xiang Jiefang saw a civilian helicopter with its propellers drooping and not moving, but the whole 

aircraft slowly lifted off the ground and ended up suspended in the air a few metres from the roof. 

And when he looked back to the other side and saw a small ship rising rapidly into the air, just like a 

helicopter parked in the air, Xiang Jiefang’s breath caught in his throat and a flush rose on his face. 

Anti-gravity! 

It was definitely anti-gravity! 

This visual impact is undoubtedly extremely shocking, the plane is not bad, but a ship actually flew up, 

this simply makes people unable to believe their eyes! 

“Chief Xiang, this is the anti-gravity system for the military!” Ji Feng smiled and said. 



“Chief Director Xiang, you’ve seen sci-fi blockbusters, right? The aircraft carriers up there can all fly in 

the air, and although that’s fake, if this system is used on a warship in reality, it can definitely turn a 

warship into a flying ship!” Zhang Lei, who had been following along, couldn’t help but say with glee. 

Xiang Jiefang no longer needed to say anything more, just what his eyes saw was enough to give him a 

great shock. 

When Ji Feng later explained that the civilian anti-gravity system was a simplified version, and even if it 

was launched, it would still be used with the existing power system in a short time, Xiang Jiefang was 

somewhat relieved. 

Seeing is believing! 

Only after seeing it with your own eyes will you understand what kind of impact this system will have! 

“Ji Feng, this invention by the Tengfei Group will change the world!” Xiang Jiefang said with emotion, 

“However, it might also lead to a big trouble in the sky!” 

“That’s why the No. 1 Island needs the military’s help the most now!” Ji Feng smiled and said. 

“What kind of help do you want?” Xiang Jiefang asked. 

“Supplies! Ores! Metals! And so on and so forth!” Ji Feng said, “Most importantly, I need the production 

line for producing weapons!” 

Xiang Jiefang gave him a thoughtful look and said, “Someone will talk to you about the details!” 

Ji Feng nodded his head and said, “The sooner the better!” 

Xiang Jiefang left, but the experts he brought with him stayed behind, these people were waiting to 

receive the two systems from Ji Feng’s hands, of course after talking to the military. 

After settling down the experts, Ji Feng went back to his residence. Although Xiang Jiefang did not tell 

him how the outside world would react to the anti-gravity system launched by the Tengfei Group, he 

knew clearly, and he also knew how many people’s fortunes would be cut off, but it was a necessary 

process for future development, only the pattern was different. 

After Xiang Jiefang left, Xiang Yongzhan called Ji Feng to the side alone and asked, “Ji Feng, what exactly 

are you planning to do next?” 

Ji Feng laughed: “What how?” 

Xiang Yongzhan said, “When I look at what you’re doing now, why do I always feel a bit awkward? Look 

at the arrangement of weapons around the area, and the construction of the land around the sea that is 

being built, you kid wouldn’t want to set up an independent kingdom here, would you?” 

Ji Feng smiled and stretched his hands, “So this is an independent kingdom? Then I must at least be self-

sufficient first, right?” 

Xiang Yongzhan was surprised, but in his heart, he was slightly relieved, as Ji Feng’s statement had 

completely reassured him. 



“But your big spending again and again is really a bit scary!” 

Xiang Yongzhan shook his head and laughed bitterly, “How many weapons have been arranged on this 

island number one, even I am not sure, yet you are still making weapons, and they are all advanced and 

scary weapons. 

There are some that even the most advanced countries like Rice and Europe are still only theoretical in 

their research, but here you have turned them all into physical objects! And the size of this island 

number one, which is constantly expanding, is really a bit scary!” 
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After spending so much time on Island No. 1, except for the beginning when his nerves were tense and 

he was always on guard against the possibility that the Vietcong might retaliate in secret, the rest of the 

time, he was left with nothing but shock, and in the end, he was numb with shock. 

Although he and his Special Operations Brigade were responsible for the security of Island No. 1 and had 

all kinds of weapons left behind by the Vietcong, especially the giant cannons on the island and the fire 

control nets, etc., the weapons that Ji Feng had arranged on Island No. 1 during this period of time were 

so dazzling that Xiang Yongzhan was simply dazzled! 

But the magnetic field disruptor that could make the whole island invisible, and the latest weapon that 

resembled a small tower, the electromagnetic rail gun base, made Xiang Yongzhan’s mouth drop in 

amazement! 

Although this was only a pedestal, there was no doubt that Ji Feng was obviously already building an 

electromagnetic rail gun, a technology that was absolutely leading even in the whole world. 

Such technology and construction projects like this, in the number one island do not know how many, 

let Xiang Yongzhan look at do not know what to say good, he envisioned if the enemy’s point of view, 

how to be able to take down the number one island …… 

The result of the scenario made Xiang Yongzhan’s body cold! 

Apart from the logistical aspect of attacking Island One in terms of supplies and food, he didn’t even 

know what to use to attack Island One if only in terms of combat power! 

Even if it was with nuclear bombs …… 

With the magnetic field disruptors, even if the nuclear bombs came in, they would not be able to hit the 

target, but would instead be off course, making it impossible to attack. 

The actual fact is that you can find a lot of people who are not in a position to be able to get a good deal 

on a lot of things. 

For Xiang Yongzhan’s worry Ji Feng was naturally clear, he knew that this was not only Xiang Yongzhan’s 

worry, but I’m afraid it was also the worry of the upper echelons of the country, “Old Xiang, do you think 

there are any advantages in establishing an independent kingdom here?” 



Xiang Yongzhan thought about it and didn’t know how to answer, because he really couldn’t think of any 

advantages this No. 1 island could have, other than being closer to China and having easier 

transportation for supplies, other than that, there really weren’t any advantages. 

Ji Feng laughed; “If I really want to jump out, why don’t I just go to the Pacific Ocean and find an 

uninhabited island, anyway, we now have the technology to create land around the sea, so in a big way, 

wouldn’t it be better for me to create a large island, or even a group of islands, and set up an 

independent kingdom there?” 

If Ji Feng really had that in mind, why would he hand over the passage for food and supplies to domestic 

China? This was almost like handing over the entire vitals to the country. 

This was clearly a show of good faith! 

Ji Feng said, “Actually, I came here just to find a development environment that is free from constraints 

and interference so that I can concentrate on developing the Tengfei Group, if not, do you think so many 

advanced technologies could have been developed so quickly?” 

“That’s true!” 

Xiang Yongzhan nodded with a smile, “Then you should hurry up and work harder, and try to develop all 

those weapons that you can’t even think of!” 

Ji Feng shook his head and lost his smile, this guy really dares to think, can’t even think of the technology 

…… 

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you want to do. 

Xiang Yongzhan is not an ordinary soldier, of course he knows clearly that Ji Feng certainly can not hand 

over everything, and definitely will not leave no stone unturned, at least there will be self-preservation, 

leaving a way back for himself and the Ji family. 

This is the common sense of human beings, and Xiang Yongzhan asked himself if he were in his place, he 

would definitely not have done better than Ji Feng. 

Therefore, for this kind of approach of Ji Feng, Xiang Yongzhan is very understandable. 

…… 

The military’s action was unprecedentedly fast. Just one day after Xiang Jiefang left, Ji Feng got the 

permission to reach an agreement with the military that Tengfei Group would cooperate with the 

military to produce the anti-gravity system, and the profit sharing between the two sides would have 

negotiators to take care of it. 

In return, the military would fully support the Tengfei Group in promoting a simplified version of the 

anti-gravity system, which was what Ji Feng wanted most. 

It could be said that this time, like every previous cooperation, both sides had achieved a win-win 

situation! 



As for what Ji Feng did on Island No. 1, the top apparently acquiesced. According to the information Ji 

Feng got from Xiang Yongzhan, a powerful figure had said on a semi-public occasion that the Tengfei 

Group had won glory for the country and held the southern gate, and even if China completely moves 

towards the maritime era in the future, the Tengfei Group will still be the best guardian of the southern 

gate! 

These words were undoubtedly the best affirmation for the Tengfei Group, and were tantamount to 

agreeing to Ji Feng’s tossing around on No. 1 Island. 

After receiving this news, Ji Feng immediately breathed a sigh of relief, this tone was set, then next, the 

real tossing and turning even began. 

The Tengfei Group turned on all the horsepower, just like a tightly wound machine, and began to run 

rapidly. 

After the launch of the anti-gravity system, it was like a heavy bomb that shook the whole world. 

Countless experts jumped out of the woodwork to talk about the disadvantages of the anti-gravity 

system, and not just in China, but all over the world, because for those people, the launch of the anti-

gravity system was almost like taking the bottom out of the barrel and would completely cut off their 

money. 

In the country, the Ji family’s influence is so great that some people do not dare to go too far, so while 

they oppose it, they are also actively seeking cooperation with the Tengfei Group, but internationally, 

there is a lot of opposition, and the Tengfei Group is being blackened. 

However, no matter how much criticism there is, it does not affect the launch of the anti-gravity system. 

However, instead of launching a complete anti-gravity system to replace the existing power system, the 

Group chose to combine it with existing technology first. 

The first to get a taste of this was the domestic companies, as the Tengfei Group started to establish its 

own car business, still using the traditional Tengfei Group naming scheme, with the newly launched cars 

being called Tengfei. 

The scale of the various industries that are driven by the operation of a single car company is 

unimaginable. 

Countless companies received orders from the Tengfei Group, and no matter how loud those voices of 

opposition were, they could not stop the desire of those companies who received the orders to make 

money. 

What’s more, no matter how much those people sing the praises of the people, they still have the ability 

to discern. 

This is equivalent to consumers buying a domestic car, and a domestic car with a new powertrain, and as 

for the anti-gravity system, there is no need for consumers to worry about it at all. 

This initiative was undoubtedly quite competitive, and many people were moved by it, except for those 

who were hell-bent on not buying a car other than an import. 

So when the Tengfei Group’s cars were first introduced to the market, they were exceptionally popular. 



Although foreign countries have set up all sorts of thresholds and are doing everything possible to 

prevent Tengfei cars from entering their own country’s market, the sales are already quite impressive 

just in China alone. 

Even the foreign media can’t help but feel that the population of China, which was originally a heavy 

burden, is a huge market that is the envy of all countries in terms of consumption. 

The development of Tengfei Motors is already unstoppable! 

This is only a microcosm of the development of the Tengfei Group, because in the next two years, the 

Tengfei Group launched a variety of new technologies, most of which came from the Gamma system, 

but it is worth mentioning that some of them were also developed by the Tengfei Group’s scientific 

researchers themselves. 

This is what Ji Feng is most happy about, because it means that the several years of Tengfei Group’s 

initiative to insist on cultivating talents is finally starting to bear fruit. 

With the opening of each technology, with the full support of the military, the domestic power is no 

longer enough to stop the Tengfei Group, even in the international arena, the Tengfei Group also has an 

advantage. 

The only thing is that the countries, led by Rice and Europe, have raised the bar indefinitely to keep the 

Group’s high-tech products out, but anyone with a discerning eye knows that this method of restricting 

the Group by administrative order will not last too long, because the use of technologies such as the 

anti-gravity system is no longer limited to the automotive sector, but more dazzlingly in the military 

sector. 

When China’s military started to change all its equipment, the navy, army and air force all underwent a 

massive change at the same time, tanks, aircraft, missiles, armoured vehicles, warships and even aircraft 

carriers, all equipment was being replaced with the latest power systems, this kind of massive action 

could not be hidden from anyone. 

At once, all the countries sat up and took notice. 

It wasn’t that other countries couldn’t see the benefits of the anti-gravity system, on the contrary, it was 

because this new power system was so advanced that it scared them, and that’s why they restricted the 

Tengfei Group and Chinese companies at every turn. 

But now, they are afraid! 

The premise of the unscrupulous restriction of the Tengfei Group is the strong economic and military 

power, but with the change of the Chinese military, this military and economic advantage is rapidly 

shrinking, and once the change of the Chinese military is completed, this advantage may be gone! 

The original engine, made with high precision, could make the fighter’s performance extraordinarily 

strong, but in front of the anti-gravity system, this strong performance is somewhat inadequate, and the 

combat power can naturally be imagined. 

Then, how should we restrict China when the time comes? 

For a while, the whole world was in an uproar! 
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The stormy situation has brought considerable pressure to bear on China. 

Especially today, when the world economy is closely linked, with countries such as Rice making covert 

efforts, China’s economy is clearly being affected. This is especially true for the export industry, which 

has been most affected. 

For a while, the voices of boycotting the Tengfei Group were in full swing. 

Although the international undercurrent is mainly due to the fact that the country is drastically dressing 

up its army, which makes other countries perceive the threat, the role played by the Tengfei Group in 

this is not small, and the anti-gravity system launched by the Tengfei Group has caused many people to 

lose their jobs. 

So, not daring to protest against the country’s dressing of its military, the only option for some is to turn 

the tables on the Group. 

If the enemy could be defeated by mere words, then there would be no need for the Group to go to the 

trouble of launching a new product. 

The fact that the Tengfei Group is unmoved has left some people in the lurch, but at the national level, 

China is having a bit of a hard time. 

But even so, China has not slowed down in its efforts to replace its military, and to speed things up, the 

country is even exporting a large proportion of its conventional weapons to countries that are lagging 

behind, at half the price of other countries’ weapons! 

And that’s half the price of second-hand weapons! 

Under the temptation of such low prices, even with the pressure exerted by countries such as Rice, the 

weapons replaced by the Chinese army were still sold in large quantities, which allowed China to recover 

part of its military expenditure. 

Seeing that it was no longer possible to stop it by merely using blockades and pressure, countries such 

as Rice and Kepong immediately became anxious, and the first to jump out were the Philippines and 

Vietnam. 

The Philippine navy began to assemble on the sea, while warships patrolled the surface, expelling 

Chinese fishermen in the disputed waters, even using weapons, causing casualties among them. 

Vietnam was no exception, and on the island group near Island No. 1, the Vietcong was massing troops 

on the islands under its control, and its navy was similarly massing. 

While Rice sings a high note, Kepong is jumping up and down, and some of Kepong’s domestic media are 

even clamouring for a military power to be armed in the shortest possible time to wipe out China’s 

attempted rise to maritime power in one fell swoop, leaving China to exist only as a landlocked country 

from now on! 

Moreover, Rice and Kepong are not just talking about it. China has received information that Rice’s two 

military bases in Asia have been reinforced with nuclear-powered aircraft carriers and nuclear 



submarines, including the most advanced warplanes, unmanned reconnaissance aircraft and other 

weapons that are ahead of the world’s technology are being shipped to the two military bases. 

And Kepong, likewise, was also manufacturing weapons like crazy. 

According to what Ji Feng learned from Xiang Yongzhan, several mega multinational conglomerates 

related to the military industry in Kepong have started to increase their horsepower to manufacture 

weapons. 

Certain forces in Kepong have also started to try to amend the constitution, which is obviously in 

preparation for the coming war. 

In the face of this situation, instead of slowing down, China’s pace of dressing up its army was even 

more rapid. 

This made Ji Feng and the others breathe a sigh of relief. 

What they were most afraid of was that China would be forced to slow down the pace of dressing up its 

army due to external pressure, if that was the case, then there was no telling how many more years it 

would take to rise again. 

Even Ji Feng could not help but feel the greatness of the old man, because the opening up and 

introduction of foreign investment had enabled China to complete its industrial infrastructure at an 

astonishing speed, and after decades of development, China’s industrial system had become more and 

more perfect, which provided a huge help to the ongoing dressing of the army. 

The arsenal, which was in full production, exploded with all its enthusiasm and energy. With the Tengfei 

Group taking the lead and mentioning the technical support, all the production lines in the arsenal 

began to roar. 

“Rice has increased its troops again, it seems that there is really going to be a fight!” 

On island number one, Xiang Yongzhan received the intelligence and could not help but say with 

emotion, “The rise of China has made them afraid.” 

This aspect of the situation was also being closely watched by Ji Feng, who said, “There won’t be a fight 

in a short time, everyone is not ready, they all still need time.” 

Xiang Yongzhan nodded slightly, although the Chinese army was changing, but even after the change 

was completed, it could not immediately form a fighting force, at least it had to go through the 

adaptation to the new equipment, break-in, and tactical innovation around the new equipment and 

various other issues were resolved before it could form an initial fighting force. 

For many years, the developed countries, led by Rice, have been blockading China as much as possible, 

but in reality, in times of peace, these countries only control a few key islands and straits around China 

to contain China’s throat, but in reality there are not many troops on each island. 

This is because in normal times even if they knew they were blockading, China would not have taken the 

initiative to attack these islands, otherwise it would have been war. 



The result of doing so is that the forces blockading China are now severely lacking, and once war does 

break out, in a short period of time there is really no country that can counteract the power of China, 

except for Kepong, and neither can Vietnam or the Philippines. 

So Rice is in a bit of a hurry and is frantically increasing its forces. 

However, this has also put a lot of pressure on China, because modern warfare is no longer the era of 

strength in numbers. The immense power of high-tech weapons will make the battlefield a hell, and 

human flesh and blood is pitifully weak in front of weapons of terrifying power. 

Therefore, China is also actively preparing and updating its equipment. 

While the wind was rising, Xiang Yongzhan received a new mission, a base of the dynasty, which had 

been discovered. 

“I’ll go along and take a look.” Ji Feng said. 

“You’re going too?” 

Xiang Yongzhan hesitated for a moment, “According to the intelligence obtained, this time the base 

discovered is not small, I’m afraid there will be a vicious battle, you ……” 

Ji Feng laughed: “Have I experienced less battles?” 

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you’re doing. 

But at Ji Feng’s strong request, Xiang Yongzhan nodded in agreement after asking the top brass for 

advice. 

However, to Ji Feng’s surprise, the dynasty base discovered this time was actually on an island in the 

Pacific Ocean not far from Kepong. 

And this time, not only the Special Warfare Brigade was deployed, including the Red Arrow Brigade as 

well, along with two other special forces, adding up to hundreds of people, while carrying high-tech 

equipment, as well as heavy lethal weapons. 

Ji Feng heard that there were actually different voices within the military about this operation, as this 

base was too far away from China, and it seemed a bit redundant to carry out the operation at this time 

when the wind was rising. 

However, Xiang Jiefang and the highest echelons of the hierarchy have made a strong decision to carry 

out this battle. 

Because for China, the dynasty’s infiltration was simply too deep, and a heavy blow had to be struck 

against it, otherwise, in the war that might come, the dynasty, an unstable factor, would pose a huge 

threat to China. 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but be surprised to find that the dynasty had unknowingly grown enough to form a 

huge threat to a country. Although he didn’t know just how far the dynasty had infiltrated in the 

country, since the highest level had given this order, there was no doubt that it must be necessary. 



Therefore, the several special forces did not delay half a second and immediately set off in secret 

batches after reloading. 

Ji Feng and Xiang Yongzhan were the second batch to depart. They took a submarine and rested 

temporarily on an unpopulated island near the target island, and after reuniting with the other troops, 

prepared for combat. 

This time it also showed Ji Feng the power of the latest type of domestic submarine, a submarine mainly 

used as a transport type, because of its small bomb load, it had a lot of space inside and was very quiet, 

only slightly slower, but because of its good concealment, it passed through the chain of islands 

blockading China in Kepong without any danger. 

From this point Ji Feng could see that the domestic progress in military technology was now not small, 

and he was confident about the coming war. 

When the several special forces were all assembled, with Xiang Yongzhan as the overall commander, the 

surprise attack began. 

The power of the laser cannon was revealed in this battle, its terrifying power and high concealment left 

the armed men and reformers in the base with little resistance at all. When all the hundreds of men had 

boarded the island, Ji Feng realised that there were a large number of high-tech weapons arranged here, 

even anti-missile systems, and even anti-submarine as well as various realm devices. 

In the base there were even a large number of transformed people captured and those who had been 

captured waiting to be transformed, these people had different skin colours and different nationalities 

and were obviously all captured from all over the world. 

Apart from the transformers, there were surprisingly a large number of scientists as well as experts in 

various other fields being held in this base, as well as many captives. 

“Professor Tong?!” 

When Xiang Yongzhan brought a person over, Ji Feng was surprised to find that this person was actually 

Professor Tong who had been captured before! 

However, only a few of those technicians who had been captured together with Professor Tong had 

been rescued, while the rest had all been transformed. 

Professor Tong could not say clearly how he was captured here, he only remembered that he was 

knocked unconscious after being captured, and when he woke up, he found that he had already arrived 

on this island. 

Because he was an expert, Professor Tong did not suffer much, except that he had heard that after some 

time, they, the experts, would also be transformed and then would be sent to another base, but he did 

not know the rest. 

The rescue of Professor Tong was one of the unexpected gains of this operation, the other great gain 

was the interrogation of the captured prisoners of the dynasty on the spot, which surprisingly resulted 

in the news of the young duke and the king! 
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“Bring the man here!” 

With a command from Xiang Yongzhan, a warrior came over with a young man who was a bit cowering 

and timid, the warrior said, “Say what you know again!” 

“Yes!” 

When the young man opened his mouth, he spoke in Chinese, “After we were captured here, we were 

gathered together, once a man came to see us, he wore a mask and spoke English when he 

communicated with the people guarding us, but when he was leaving, he spoke Chinese when he spoke 

to a man beside him.” 

Ji Feng immediately asked, “What did they say?” 

The young man said, “The man in the mask said that we have to train immediately after this batch is 

processed, and said something about time being short, plus the man called the man in the mask as Little 

Gongzi.” 

Ji Feng and Xiang Yongzhan looked at each other, the little gongzi had actually appeared here. 

“Have you seen clearly what the little gongzi looks like?” Xiang Yongzhan asked in a deep voice. 

“No, he was wearing a mask and couldn’t see his appearance, but he spoke Chinese and was a man ……” 

the young man recalled. 

“What about the king?” Ji Feng asked, “Didn’t they say there was still information about the king?” 

“They mentioned the name of the king when they were talking, and said that the king was not 

convenient to come recently, so the young duke came to see on his behalf.” The young man said. 

When Ji Feng heard this, his brows couldn’t help but frown slightly, “So, you just know about the young 

duke and the king, but you haven’t seen their true faces?” 

Seeing the young man nod his head, Ji Feng was more or less disappointed. Just now, when he heard the 

news about the young duke and the king, he thought that the people here knew their identities, but it 

turned out that he had only heard a few words, and when he saw the young duke, he only saw him with 

a mask on. 

“Retrial!” 

Ji Feng said in a deep voice: “Since all these captured ones have someone who has seen Little Duke, I 

don’t believe that with so many captives at the base, no one has seen Little Duke!” 

Xiang Yongzhan nodded, “Trial!” 

And so, before retreating, another round of surprise interrogations began. 

Those armed men who belonged to the dynasty, especially the leaders among the armed men, as well as 

the managers of the base, became the focus of interrogation. 

Even the captured captives had seen the young duke, so how could no one at the base have seen him? 

Someone must not be telling the truth! 



This point was clear to both Ji Feng and Xiang Yongzhan, so during this interrogation, Ji Feng slipped 

from room to room, just to see who was not telling the truth. 

But the result was somewhat beyond his expectation, according to these people’s explanation, the 

person in charge of this base was not even among them! 

After asking several leaders in succession, they all said that the head of the base had left a few days ago, 

but no one knew exactly where he had gone, and some guessed that he had gone to the headquarters. 

But where exactly was the headquarters, even less did anyone know. 

“Son of a bitch, I really don’t believe it!” Xiang Yongzhan gritted his teeth and said, “No one has seen 

Little Prince except the person in charge? So the young master never takes off his mask? Even when he 

eats, sleeps, bathes and goes to the toilet, he wears it?” 

Ji Feng frowned and pondered, but Xiang Yongzhan slapped the table, “Interrogate all the chiefs again! 

Especially those in charge of logistics, those in charge of security, and so on, but anyone who can come 

into close contact with Little Prince, bring them up separately and interrogate them again!” 

As Xiang Yongzhan’s order was given, those ringleaders were all singled out and given priority attention. 

But half an hour had passed and there was still nothing to show for it. 

“Let’s start with the surveillance!” Ji Feng suddenly said, when he came here he saw that there was a 

very perfect surveillance system on this base, since the young duke had come here, the surveillance 

must be able to capture it. 

“There are too many surveillance, it’s not easy to find out the figure of the little grandson in a short 

time!” Xiang Yongzhan shook his head, “This will have to go back and say, that young man can’t 

remember exactly which day he saw the young grandson, they were imprisoned underground, the 

darkness simply does not know how long has passed ……” 

Ji Feng slowly shook his head: “If we go back and look again, I’m afraid we’ll lose time, now that this 

place was breached the outside world may not have received the news, but if we wait for us to go back, 

the news will definitely leak, and by then if the young duke is prepared, maybe we’ll pounce!” 

After a pause, Ji Feng said, “How about this, you do the interrogation, I’ll be responsible for checking the 

surveillance.” 

Xiang Yongzhan nodded, “That’s fine!” 

But to Ji Feng’s disappointment, the surveillance on the island only kept a week’s worth of content, but 

the young man couldn’t remember exactly when the young duke came, so Ji Feng could only pick the 

surveillance on the route the young duke passed through and check it carefully. 

As a result, no useful information was found, and Ji Feng judged that the young male should not have 

come within this week. 

“Can you impersonate the person in charge of the base and get in touch with Little Duke? This base 

must have a device to contact the outside world!” An officer suggested. 



“I’ve already asked, the only person who can contact the outside world is the head of the base!” 

Xiang Yongzhan shook his head and couldn’t help but grit his teeth, it was so hard to get news of Little 

Gongzi, but he couldn’t find any clues, there was nothing more depressing than this. 

Ji Feng didn’t say anything, but his gaze swept over the bodies of the captives and pondered. 

“Ji Feng, withdraw.” Xiang Yongzhan said, “Blow up all the equipment on the base and let’s return.” 

“Wait a little longer, I feel that something is wrong.” Ji Feng shook his head. 

“What’s wrong?” Xiang Yongzhan asked. 

Ji Feng shook his head and said, “I don’t know yet, but ……” 

Speaking here he suddenly paused and frowned, “Old Xiang, the identity of the young duke is a mystery, 

but do you remember that the young man said before that the young duke came over instead of the 

king because he was inconvenienced recently.” 

Xiang Yongzhan’s eyes lit up, “In that case, the king should have come here more than once!” 

Ji Feng said, “It seems that we are tracing in the wrong direction.” 

Xiang Yongzhan immediately got up and shouted, “Order, re-interrogate, focusing on asking about the 

king!” 

Things finally made a breakthrough when, after more than twenty minutes had passed, there was news 

of the king. 

The person who provided the news was a white man who was in charge of logistics, and when he saw 

the stern eyes of Ji Feng and Xiang Yongzhan, he said carefully, “Two ……” 

Xiang Yongzhan immediately asked in English, “You know the king?” 

The white man nodded hastily, “Yes, whenever the king comes to the base, I am the one responsible for 

taking care of the king’s food and drink ……” 

“So you’ve seen the King’s true face?” Xiang Yongzhan immediately pursued the question. 

“Yes.” 

The white man nodded and said, “When the king is eating, I will serve beside him.” 

Xiang Yongzhan immediately asked, “What does the king look like?” 

“He is a yellow man, I think he is a Chinese ……” The white man described the king’s appearance, but Ji 

Feng and Xiang Yongzhan could not help but frown. 

Because the appearance of the king described by this white man was very ordinary and very vague. 

“You speak, I’ll have someone draw it!” 

Xiang Yongzhan waved his hand and interrupted the white man, he knew that in the eyes of foreigners 

Chinese people almost all looked the same, however, this was not a hindrance because there were all 



kinds of masters in the special forces, proficient in all kinds of skills, and drawing a portrait was just one 

of them. 

So Xiang Yongzhan immediately called for a special forces soldier who was proficient in drawing portraits 

and asked the white man to start describing them. 

But that soldier was the one who drew an outline first, and Xiang Yongzhan whispered next to him, 

“Actually, there are skills in drawing a portrait, different races have different looking characteristics.” 

Ji Feng nodded slightly, although the white man hadn’t started describing it, the warrior had already 

drawn an Asian man, only the details were not drawn. 

“The king is about one meter seven and a half tall, with black hair and somewhat light eyebrows ……” 

With the white man’s description, the warrior in charge of the portrait quickly added details to the 

cardboard, and in about half an hour or so, the facial portrait of a man came out. 

However, there were some details in it that were not right, and the white man pointed them out and 

revised them again. 

After revising it several times, the white man had nothing more to say, but when he was asked to 

identify the drawing, he couldn’t decide whether it looked like him or not, and just said it did. 

“This should be a middle-aged man, but there is not much in the way of features. Xiang Yongzhan looked 

at the portrait and couldn’t help but frown. 

Ji Feng stared at the portrait for a while and seemed to feel that something was familiar somewhere, but 

he didn’t know exactly what was familiar. 

“Does he have any other features?” Xiang Yongzhan asked again. 

The white man shook his head, indicating that he couldn’t remember. 

Ji Feng pondered for a moment and said, “Draw a full-body portrait!” 

With the head portrait, the full-body portrait was much easier to draw, and as the white man described 

it, the image of a medium-sized Chinese man wearing a black coat leapt onto the paper. 

“It’s a bit familiar!” Xiang Yongzhan couldn’t help but say as he looked at the portrait. 

“You have this feeling too?” Ji Feng asked in amazement. 

“It’s somewhat familiar, but I can’t recall where I’ve seen it before!” Xiang Yongzhan shook his head, the 

portrait was only a portrait after all, drawn from the white man’s description, naturally it could not be as 

similar as a sketch. 

Ji Feng stared at the portrait and carefully asked the white man about some of the king’s habitual 

actions, he felt that since he looked at the portrait and was familiar with it, he should have seen this 

person before, and if he said some of the king’s habitual actions, he might be able to remember. 

With the white man’s description, the image in Ji Feng’s mind became even clearer. 

Looking at the portrait, he suddenly said, “Add a pair of glasses to this man!” 



The soldier in charge of the portrait immediately did as he was told and quickly painted on a pair of 

glasses before getting up. 

When the soldier moved his body away, Ji Feng’s eyes suddenly lit up when he saw the portrait and he 

rose haughtily, “There’s a seven-point resemblance!” 

Xiang Yongzhan immediately asked, “You’ve seen it? Who is it? I look familiar too, but I just can’t 

remember!” 

Ji Feng looked at the portrait and said word by word, “Wang Wengao!” 

Xiang Yongzhan’s face suddenly changed, “It’s him?!” 
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“Ji Feng, are you sure?” Xiang Yongzhan asked, staring intently at Ji Feng. 

“I am at least 70% sure, unless, there is someone else in this world who looks so much like Wang 

Wengao, otherwise, this person should be Wang Wengao!” Ji Feng said in a deep voice, with a look of 

excitement in his eyes. 

This result made Ji Feng also very surprised and astonished, he had thought of countless possibilities and 

suspected people from the Qiao family, and even after having contacted Wang Wengao once, he 

thought that there was something very wrong with this person Wang Wengao. 

However, whether it was his younger uncle Ji Zhenping or Xiang Yongzhan who said that Wang Wengao 

was a very clean person, at least on the surface, no problems were found, and the doubts in Ji Feng’s 

mind were dispelled quite a lot. 

But the final result proved that the king was really Wang Wengao! 

Originally, when he looked at the portrait, Ji Feng had a familiar feeling, but because the portrait was 

after all a portrait and the white man’s description was vague, Ji Feng didn’t think of who was actually 

on this portrait for a while. 

However, when a pair of glasses was added to the figure on this portrait, which was actually just a frame 

for the glasses, but the whole person’s features stood out at once. 

Ji Feng instantly recognised that this person was Wang Wengao! 

“To conclude that the king is Wang Wengao based on just a portrait, can this stand up?” Xiang Yongzhan 

asked again. 

Ji Feng laughed, “You still need to worry about that?” 

When did the military, especially the intelligence department, learn to worry about this when arresting 

people? It’s not a joke to think about whether or not you can stand up for yourself! 

Xiang Yongzhan shook his head and said, “I have to be cautious! Besides, everything is about evidence 

nowadays. Without evidence, it’s hard to stand up for yourself and there will be internal disputes! And 

this person, Wang Wengao, is very clean.” 



Ji Feng immediately understood Xiang Yongzhan’s meaning when he heard this, it seemed that within 

the military was not ironclad, if it was decided that Wang Wengao was the king without tangible 

evidence, just based on a mere portrait, someone would definitely come out and say something. 

“Don’t be afraid of what people say if you want to do something!” 

Ji Feng said in a deep voice: “Old Xiang, if you don’t do it, then let me do it, only if you pretend you don’t 

know anything and pretend that this matter never happened.” 

Xiang Yongzhan immediately said, “What kind of talk is that! I can pretend that I don’t know anything?” 

“Don’t you have concerns?” Ji Feng laughed. 

“Just because you have concerns doesn’t mean you won’t act.” Xiang Yongzhan gritted his teeth and 

slapped his thigh, “I’ll do this thing! However, I may need you to assist me!” 

Ji Feng laughed, “That’s right! Even if you’re only fifty percent sure, you have to give it a try. If you wait 

until news of this place gets out, once you alert the king, I’m afraid it will be difficult to arrest people 

again. Say it, how can I assist you!” 

Xiang Yongzhan shook his head with a bitter smile, Ji Feng said easy, that is because Ji Feng is not in the 

system, so do things without looking ahead, but he is different, if he acted rashly, if there is any fault 

then someone will definitely jump out and accuse him, although the Xiang family in the army has a lot of 

influence, but it can not be able to cover the sky with one hand, do things still need to respect the rules 

of the game. 

“If Wang Wengao is really the king, then as the head of the dynasty in China, he must have experts 

around him to protect him. There’s also the young duke …… you identify the king as Wang Wengao, then 

the young duke is Qiao Gakai, haven’t you fought with Qiao Gakai?” 

Xiang Yongzhan said, “Even you said that the little prince is an expert, not to mention the people around 

him, if we want to capture someone, there might be a fierce battle, but there is no too good way to deal 

with the reformers on my side, even with the laser gun there is no guarantee that there won’t be 

casualties, so you have to step in.” 

Ji Feng smiled, “No problem. Frankly speaking I actually really want to meet Qiao Gakai again to see if 

this little male has grown a bit after what happened last time.” 

If the young duke was really Qiao Gakai, then technically speaking Ji Feng had fought with him more 

than once. 

Only, every time they fought, the result was that the young male fled in despair. 

Now that so much time had passed, Ji Feng would like to see if he had become stronger. 

“Retreat!” 

After receiving Ji Feng’s affirmative reply, Xiang Yongzhan immediately felt quite relieved and decided to 

withdraw back. Although they had made a surprise attack thanks to the advanced submarine, there was 

no guarantee that the dynasty would not learn of the incident after a long time. 



It was time to withdraw in order to avoid being chased along the way, as they had been last time. 

However, the retreat was not by submarine, but by a cargo ship that had travelled from Rice to Yuezhou. 

Ji Feng knew that this must have been arranged by his superiors, using a Chinese freighter as a cover, 

and still picking up the men halfway, so as not to arouse anyone’s suspicion. 

Even if there were suspicions later, that would be a matter for later. 

However, because they were on a cargo ship and were slow, they did not blow up the facilities on the 

base when they evacuated, only destroying the weapons systems, but the communication facilities were 

still in place, only relayed to the country. 

This was done to avoid alerting the dynasty prematurely, thus buying them time to capture the king. 

A few days later, the cargo ship arrived in Yuezhou and there were already troops at the pier to take 

over those captives, while Ji Feng and Xiang Yongzhan returned to Yanjing on a transport plane with 

their special forces. 

“We’ve found out Wang Wengao’s exact location, this guy is in Yanjing at the moment.” On the plane, 

Xiang Yongzhan once again received a message. 

“What about Qiao Gakai?” Ji Feng asked. 

“The news about Qiao Gakai is unknown for now, nothing has been found so far.” Xiang Yongzhan shook 

his head. 

Ji Feng pondered for a moment and said, “Then we have to catch them too, catching a prince is enough, 

the little prince can’t get away!” 

The prince was the key figure, the young grandson was all secondary. 

When he arrived in Yanjing once again, Ji Feng didn’t even have time to go home, so he went straight to 

where Wang Wengao was, together with Xiang Yongzhan. 

There was a courtyard in the western suburbs of Yanjing, which was the old residence of the Qiao 

family. 

With the process of commercialisation, these old courtyards had become fewer and fewer, and the 

surrounding areas were already busy, which in turn was conducive to concealment for Xiang Yongzhan 

and the others. 

However, they did not do it during the day, but waited until night. 

As night fell, with Xiang Yongzhan’s order, the special operations brigade immediately pounced on the 

courtyard. At the same time, snipers were placed on the roofs of the buildings surrounding the 

quadrangle. 

With the help of the prepared ladders, Ji Feng and the others quietly entered the courtyard. 

At this moment, there was no light in the courtyard and only the lights from the surrounding buildings 

shone vaguely into the area, but this did not affect Ji Feng’s vision. 



“BOOM!” 

A gunshot rang out abruptly, and a soldier was instantly taken down. 

Xiang Yongzhan shouted, “Be careful, there’s an ambush!” 

Ji Feng immediately understood that their whereabouts must have been exposed, and just as he thought 

of this the sound of intense gunfire suddenly rang out around him, “Bang Bang! Bang bang bang bang!” 

Ji Feng did not look for any cover, but rolled on the ground, and the laser gun in his hand immediately 

pointed out. 

A blinding light flashed and a fire point was instantly dumbed down. 

He fired in succession, and all those few spots that had let off cold shots were all lit off. Xiang Yongzhan 

gritted his teeth, “Charge in!” 

The mansion was a total of three entries, and they had only just reached the first entry when they were 

ambushed and suffered several casualties, which made Xiang Yongzhan extraordinarily annoyed and 

fierce. 

At this moment, the laser gun once again exerted great power, those who were hiding in the house or 

behind the cover shot, the cover in front of them could not protect them at all, the laser gun directly 

penetrated. 

Under the ferocious firepower, Xiang Yongzhan led the special operations brigade to break through two 

courtyards in a row and storm the innermost courtyard. 

But here they encountered even fiercer resistance, but under the immense power of the laser guns, 

these were quickly swept away and dumbed down. 

Only the last row of houses remained. 

“Captain, use grenades, right?!” A soldier said through clenched teeth. 

Xiang Yongzhan shook his head, “Try to capture the live ones!” 

The king was too important, if he could capture a live one, there was a possibility of knowing all the 

secrets of the dynasty. 

“Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh!” 

With a wave of Xiang Yongzhan’s hand, countless smoke bombs were thrown into the house, and 

instantly, rolls of thick smoke came out of the house, “Clang! Clang!” The windows and doors of the 

house were all blown off, and the soldiers of the Special Combat Brigade were about to rush inside, 

waiting for Xiang Yongzhan to give the order. 

“Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh!” Suddenly, many black dots flew out from the house, and Ji Feng shouted, 

“Beware of grenades!” 

“Boom-boom-” 



A violent explosion suddenly occurred in the courtyard, and several soldiers who were too late to dodge 

were blown up and fell down on the spot. 

Just then, Ji Feng saw several figures suddenly rushing out and were rushing out at an extremely fast 

speed, he shouted, “Stop them!” And with that, he rushed over. 

It was the reformers! 

Ji Feng snapped the neck of one of them and immediately saw that it was a reformer, he was instantly 

sure in his heart, the king must be Wang Wengao, there was no doubt about it. 

He instantly took out one reformer, but the other reformers lunged wildly towards the Special Combat 

Brigade’s warriors. 

“Lao Xiang, counterattack!” Ji Feng shouted while trying his best to block it. 

Just at this moment, he suddenly saw a black shadow speeding along the root of the wall in the direction 

of the wall. 

Wang Wengao! 

Ji Feng immediately chased after him diagonally without saying a word, “Wang Wengao, where are you 

running to!” 

Whoosh! 

Wang Wengao unexpectedly leapt over the wall and jumped outside the courtyard with ease. Ji Feng 

was stunned, but his feet didn’t stop, he also jumped over the wall and continued to chase after him. 

Although Wang Wengao’s speed was fast, it was no faster than Ji Feng’s. After a few breaths, Wang 

Wengao was caught up. 

However, at this moment, Wang Wengao assumed a fighting stance. 

“Wang Wengao, surrender!” Ji Feng said in a deep voice, “We fought back in Rice, you’re no match for 

me! Don’t waste everyone’s time!” 

“But I still want to try!” Wang Wengao said in a deep voice. 
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In the alleyway, Ji Feng and Wang Wengao stood opposite each other. 

There were seven or eight metres between them, a distance that might be a bit far for ordinary people, 

but for Ji Feng and Wang Wengao, it was actually just a blink of an eye. 

Neither of them made the first move, instead both looked at each other with extra vigilance. 

“Ji Feng, do you know what I regret the most?” Wang Wengao’s voice was filled with a low depression, 

and his gaze was extremely harsh as he looked at Ji Feng, “What I regret the most is not killing you in the 

first place!” 



“It’s not like you haven’t done it before, it’s just that the people you sent were too stupid, just those 

shrimp soldiers won’t be able to take my life!” Ji Feng sneered. 

“Humph! You can only say you’re lucky to have survived to this day!” 

Wang Wengao slowly backed up while sneering, “I also blame myself for not realising your threat at the 

beginning, otherwise, if I had gotten rid of you at all costs, how would I be in such a situation now!” 

Ji Feng shook his head, “You’re that confident?!” 

Wang Wengao paused for a moment before he said in a deep voice: “It’s too late to say all this now, this 

is probably fate, Ji Feng, your life is big while mine is not ……” 

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you are getting into. 

Ji Feng had to admit that this Wang Wengao had really been born with a good look, and it seemed that it 

was not without reason that Qiao Rong had taken a fancy to him in the first place. 

“If you want to leave me behind, then do it quickly, or else I’ll have to leave.” Wang Wengao smiled, by 

now he was about to retreat to the entrance of the alley, once he was out of the alley it was a big road 

with rolling traffic, it would be much easier for him to escape then. 

“Frankly speaking, I’m not sure I can keep you!” 

Ji Feng smiled: “However, I can’t keep you but that doesn’t mean you can escape, you should know that 

with your status the state will never let escape, by the way, there is also your son Qiao Gakai!” 

Wang Wengao’s eyes narrowed at once: “You’re stalling for time!” 

Ji Feng nodded without concealment, “In fact, even if I don’t stall for time, I have already set up a 

heavenly net around here, so you won’t be able to escape today no matter what.” 

“Humph! It seems that you are not as confident as before!” Wang Wengao instantly sneered. 

“It’s just to be on the safe side!” Ji Feng smiled noncommittally, “Why would I fight you to the death 

when I can use a weapon against you?” 

Wang Wengao instantly laughed, “That’s not like you to say! If that’s the case, then I’ll have to break 

through the net of heaven and earth that you have set up!” 

Ji Feng laughed: “You know me so well?” 

But Wang Wengao shook his head, “Well, since you won’t do anything, let’s not waste any more words, 

goodbye!” 

As soon as the words left his mouth, he turned around and suddenly accelerated, speeding towards the 

entrance of the alley. 

Ji Feng shouted, “Want to leave, it’s not that easy!” 

Wang Wengao snorted coldly, but in his heart he was annoyed because Ji Feng was faster than him, 

although not by much, but the distance between them was too close, before he could rush to the 

entrance of the alley, in just a blink of an eye Ji Feng had caught up with him. 



“Swish!” 

Wang Wengao suddenly stopped on his feet, as if his whole body was instantly fixed there, the huge 

difference between one movement and one stillness was astonishingly large. 

At the same time, Wang Wengao swept out his foot, instantly attacking Ji Feng. 

“Snap!” 

Ji Feng, however, lashed out with both feet, his body leaping up at once and attacking straight towards 

Wang Wengao. 

The two of them fought together! 

Both Ji Feng and Wang Wengao were incredibly fast, and the battle between the two was fierce, and 

neither of their stances had a routine, they were both completely see-saw, but simple and efficient. 

“Boom!” 

The two men’s shoulders clashed, and Wang Wengao’s Leaning Mountain Bash was crushed back by Ji 

Feng, and they both took a few steps back at the same time. 

Although the exchange between the two was very brief, it was exceptionally intense and the exertion 

was great. 

“Hehe, I said why are you not so confident anymore, so you have injuries!” Wang Wengao’s eyes glowed 

a little, during the fight he noticed that Ji Feng had been using only his right hand and other parts of his 

body, but his left hand had never been used and was being deliberately avoided. 

He immediately realised that Ji Feng had an injury on that arm! 

Ji Feng knew that he couldn’t hide it from an expert like Wang Wengao, so he had been stalling for time 

after catching up with him just now, and he was telling the truth because he really wasn’t sure about 

leaving Wang Wengao behind. 

However, it was only just after the fight that Wang Wengao saw it, and Ji Feng knew that he had still 

underestimated him. 

“This is all thanks to you!” 

Ji Feng said in a calm tone. 

Wang Wengao asked, “Which time? The time when you were blown up by the bomb, or ……” 

“The one in Southern Guangdong with Shao Jie involved!” Ji Feng said. 

Wang Wengao was stunned for a moment, then he smiled: “So much time has passed, it shouldn’t be a 

gunshot wound, even if it was a fracture it would have recovered long ago …… It seems that it was Luo 

Qiu who injured you!” 

Ji Feng had to admit that Wang Wengao was really a very smart person, and this kind of person was also 

a very formidable opponent. 



Seeing that Ji Feng seemed to acquiesce, Wang Wengao then nodded slightly, “So my vision was still 

correct, using super warrior technology combined with ancient martial arts, and even you got hit! This 

proves that this path is feasible!” 

Ji Feng said, “What works or doesn’t work, you won’t be able to see.” 

Wang Wengao slowly shook his head, “You don’t know how to be modest again, with a ruined arm, you 

won’t be a match for me. Ji Feng, goodbye!” 

In the next moment, Wang Wengao suddenly attacked towards Ji Feng. 

Ji Feng sneered, Wang Wengao’s goodbye just now was not to escape, but to kill him, goodbye actually 

meant never again! 

The two of them fought again, but this time, to Ji Feng’s surprise, Wang Wengao changed his previous 

style, his attacks were not as harsh, but they were a continuous chain of moves. 

A martial arts routine! 

Ji Feng immediately realised that this was a martial arts routine! 

I didn’t expect Wang Wengao to be a martial arts master, and from the way he had fought, Ji Feng found 

that he had deep martial arts skills and profound internal strength. 

This was a great improvement from the last time the two of them had fought, Wang Wengao had made 

a great improvement. 

“Whoosh!” 

Wang Wengao kicked out, although he was dodged by Ji Feng, a cold smile appeared on his face, “Ji 

Feng, this is not like you, where is your might?” 

Ji Feng said in a cold voice, “It’s enough to deal with you.” 

Wang Wengao said, “You can’t stop me like that!” 

“But you at least didn’t walk away either!” Ji Feng said in a cold voice, before he could finish his words 

Wang Wengao threw a punch, Ji Feng cursed despicable, but in his heart he was not much annoyed, he 

did not think that Wang Wengao was a gentleman, if the king of the dynasty was a gentleman, it was a 

joke. 

Because he had no extravagant expectations of Wang Wengao’s character, Ji Feng was not at all 

annoyed by Wang Wengao’s sneak attack at this time, and instead responded calmly. 

However, he had to admit that Wang Wengao’s strength was very strong, and with one of his arms 

gone, it was really difficult for him to take Wang Wengao down in a short time, because Wang Wengao 

would always try to attack his injured arm in any way possible. 

The more Ji Feng fights, the more composed he becomes, but the more Wang Wengao fights, the more 

impatient he becomes. Although he says that Ji Feng can’t stop him, he can’t actually get rid of Ji Feng, 

and he can’t even take one more step with Ji Feng here. 



If the stalemate went on like this, even if he wouldn’t suffer a loss in Ji Feng’s hands, he would definitely 

be caught. 

“Swish!” 

Suddenly, there was an extra bright light in Wang Wengao’s hand, it was a dagger. 

With a poof, Ji Feng, who was caught off guard, was actually thrust into the shoulder by this dagger, but 

Ji Feng seemed to be unconscious, and his body did not back up but crashed forward. 

Wang Wengao was horrified, and he regretted it as soon as the dagger was thrust into Ji Feng’s 

shoulder, because he saw that Ji Feng had actually rushed towards him, but at this time his strength had 

already been used, and it was too late to even back up. 

“Pop!” 

Ji Feng punched Wang Wengao in the chest, and Wang Wengao’s body suddenly stiffened, his eyes 

rolled over and he directly passed out. 

When a high fighter fights, a single move is enough to kill. 

However, Ji Feng did not kill Wang Wengao, but the blow to his chest was enough to make him faint. 

When Xiang Yongzhan arrived with his men, he saw a dagger sticking out of Ji Feng’s shoulder and Wang 

Wengao collapsed in front of him. 

“Ji Feng, how are you?” Xiang Yongzhan asked hurriedly. 

“I’m fine.” 

Ji Feng shook his head, he had already treated the wound briefly before Xiang Yongzhan arrived, but did 

not pull off the dagger, because now it was rather safer to have the dagger stuck in than to pull it off. 

But if it hadn’t been a dagger but a military spike, the blood slots on it alone would have been enough 

for him to drink from. 

“Sure enough it was this son of a bitch!” Xiang Yongzheng cursed, “Take it away!” 

“Be careful, there’s a biological bomb in his body!” 

Ji Feng hurriedly said, “I’ve restrained him for now, but still be careful of accidents, don’t let him blow 

himself up!” 

Xiang Yongzhan said, “Don’t worry, there is now a way to isolate the biological bombs inside these 

transformers.” 

Ji Feng understood that it wasn’t as if nothing had been done up there for so long, whether it was 

research on modified humans or anything else, there had been great progress. 

This also put his mind at ease. 

Afterwards, Ji Feng followed directly to the military camp, and his wounds were treated by the military 

doctor in the barracks. 



Originally, Xiang Yongzhan wanted him to go to the hospital, but Ji Feng wanted to interrogate the king 

first, so he insisted on following him to the barracks. 

Wang Wengao only fainted and woke up immediately with a slight stimulus from the outside world. The 

first thing he saw was Ji Feng and Xiang Yongzhan sitting in front of him, then he turned his head to look 

at the environment he was in and he laughed silently. 

“It seems that there is still no escape from this, throwing the car and protecting the marshal!” Wang 

Wengao let out a long sigh. 
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“It seems that there is still no escape from this, throwing away the car and protecting the marshal!” 

Wang Wengao let out a long sigh. 

Ji Feng asked, “What car did you lose and which marshal did you protect?” 

Wang Wengao did not answer, but asked rhetorically, “How do you know my identity?” 

Xiang Yongzhan sneered, “Even the most cunning fox can’t beat a good hunter! Wang Wengao, or 

perhaps we can call you Wang Wengao, although you hide well, there will be a day when you reveal 

your fox’s tail!” 

Wang Wengao but shook his head and smiled, a slight movement of his body immediately brought up 

the alloy chains on his body, making a clattering sound, Wang Wengao looked down at the alloy chains 

that bound his hands and feet and sneered, “Captain Xiang, if you plan to use the same thing you use to 

interrogate prisoners on my body, you will be disappointed I’m afraid!” 

Xiang Yongzhan’s face sank, “Then I’d like to see how you, Wang Wengao, can hold out!” 

Wang Wengao shook his head, “I don’t need to hold out, I can’t hold out either!” 

Xiang Yongzhan frowned slightly, he didn’t expect Wang Wengao to admit so frankly that he couldn’t 

hold out, and he was still so calm when he spoke, which made him a bit confused about what medicine 

Wang Wengao was selling in his gourd! 

“Wang Wengao, you’re really a bit modest! However, since you don’t think you can hold out, why don’t 

you have a good chat?” Ji Feng gestured to Xiang Yongzhan to stay calm for a while and asked curiously. 

Wang Wengao shook his head and laughed twice, “When I say I can’t hold on, it’s not that I can’t carry 

on, but someone won’t let me!” 

Ji Feng immediately understood what Wang Wengao meant, he had just felt that Wang Wengao was 

speaking a bit strangely, what with not having to hold on and not being able to hold on, it turned out 

that he meant that even if he was holding on now, there was still someone who would make him not be 

able to hold on. 

“Looks like there really is someone behind you! Isn’t it Number One!?” Xiang Yongzhan asked in a deep 

voice. 

“Wang Wengao, aren’t you going to talk?” Ji Feng asked. 



Wang Wengao shook his head, “Frankly speaking, if you weren’t present, I really wouldn’t have anything 

to talk about with you guys… In terms of status, you’re all juniors and not qualified to talk to me! In 

terms of seniority, I’ve spent half of my life walking through the storm, but you guys were born with 

golden keys in your mouths, and are even less qualified to talk to me!” 

Ji Feng laughed, “That would be a real honour for me!” 

Wang Wengao said, “The only person I’ve ever been wrong about is you. The only person I can’t see 

through is also you.” 

Ji Feng smiled and asked, “How do you say this?” 

Xiang Yongzhan sat next to him holding his arms and staring coldly at Wang Wengao, also waiting for his 

answer. In fact, Xiang Yongzhan could see that Wang Wengao didn’t treat himself well at all, instead he 

was able to chat with Ji Feng, which made him a bit depressed, he was a junior, but wasn’t Ji Feng a 

junior? 

“I’ve always been curious, according to reason, although you’re a son of a high family, you actually came 

from a very ordinary background in the first place, you could even say that you were poor, even if this 

was Ji Zhenhua’s deliberate attempt to hone you, but even if you started practicing from your mother’s 

womb, there’s absolutely no way that you could have such strong kung fu!” 

Wang Wengao looked at Ji Feng and said in a calm tone, “Moreover, your kung fu seems to have been 

this strong from the moment you came out of nowhere, which is really strange to me!” 

Ji Feng laughed, “Actually, I have the same suspicion.” 

Wang Wengao asked, “How do you say this?” 

Ji Feng said, “I have also investigated you, your origin is also very ordinary and your talents are also very 

ordinary …… Of course, now I know that these are all illusions, if it is said that you did not join the Qiao 

family in the first place, or did not join the dynasty, nowadays you are certainly flourishing in whatever 

industry you are in, and will definitely You would have achieved remarkable results!” 

Wang Wengao smiled and did not deny Ji Feng’s comment. 

“However, your martial arts skills make me feel very strange!” 

Ji Feng said, “You’re not a reformer for one, you don’t come from some ancient sect for another, and 

you can’t even tell from the surface that you know kung fu, so I’m wondering how you have such strong 

strength?” 

Wang Wengao laughed, “Ji Feng, you are really an interesting person, it is indeed much more interesting 

to talk to you.” 

Ji Feng also laughed: “Come on Wang Wengao, let’s talk about something practical, I’ll ask and you 

answer, how about it?” 

Wang Wengao shook his head and smiled, “I can’t guarantee that I can answer all of your questions.” 



“That’s okay, take your time!” Ji Feng smiled, “Tell us about yourself first, for example, when did you 

first join the dynasty, the details of how it went, and so on.” 

“I’m simple, married into the Qiao family and subsequently joined the dynasty, you should all have 

pretty much grasped everything about my situation.” Wang Wengao said. 

Ji Feng frowned: “Then tell me more about Dynasty?” 

Wang Wengao said, “I don’t have much to say about the dynasty, in fact, it’s still the same, in fact, many 

situations you all know, some aspects I may not know as much as you.” 

Ji Feng said, “If you are like this, then we can’t talk anymore.” 

Wang Wengao smiled, “I said that at the beginning.” 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “All right. It seems that you haven’t thought it through, and since you’re not 

willing to answer me, then the rest of your day won’t be so easy.” 

Wang Wengao looked very calm when he heard this, “From the moment I was caught by you, I’ve 

already had this mental preparation.” 

“Alright then, that’s it.” 

Ji Feng nodded, stood up and prepared to leave, after just two steps he suddenly stopped, turned 

around and asked, “Wang Wengao, can you tell me, who is number one?” 

Wang Wengao said, “I would love to tell you, but this is exactly what some people are most worried 

about.” 

Ji Feng frowned and said, “Since you are worried about being silenced, all the more reason to tell No. 1’s 

name before you are silenced!” 

“Say it or not, the result will be the same.” Wang Wengao said. 

Ji Feng glanced at him and didn’t speak again. 

When he walked out of the interrogation room, Xiang Yongzhan followed him out, “Ji Feng, after talking 

to him so much, nothing practical at all, can you use those interrogation techniques you used before?” 

Ji Feng shook his head, “I can’t use them. Wang Wengao is different from other reformers, he has a 

biological bomb implanted in his body, but is not a reformer, which is the most troublesome.” 

Xiang Yongzhan asked, “Just like Bai Zhu back then?” 

“That’s right!” 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “A normal person’s body being implanted with a biological bomb is much more 

sensitive than a modified person. In addition, Wang Wengao himself is a martial arts master, but I don’t 

know if it’s because he cultivates a special technique, from the surface you can’t actually tell that he’s a 

master.” 



In fact, if it was possible Ji Feng wanted to use neurotoxin more than anyone else, but unfortunately, 

Wang Wengao’s cultivation level was not much worse than his, and neurotoxin would not work on 

Wang Wengao. 

Naturally, Xiang Yongzhan did not know the reason for this, and just asked, “Can you nullify Wang 

Wengao’s kung fu?” 

Ji Feng shook his head, “It’s best not to try that easily, a martial arts expert’s body is absolutely different 

from an ordinary person’s, once his kung fu is nullified, no one can guarantee if the biological bomb will 

explode.” 

“So, there’s still no way out?” Xiang Yongzhan was a little reluctant. 

“We can only find a way to remove the bio-bomb from his body first!” Ji Feng said, “But be quick, 

although Wang Wengao’s speech just now was completely out of context, it wasn’t without any 

substance at all, instead it revealed a lot of information. The most important of which is that someone 

wants to silence him!” 

“And throwing the cart to protect the marshal!” Xiang Yongzhan immediately said, “Wang Wengao 

should be the car, and the handsome one he’s talking about is the one who wants to extinguish his 

mouth!” 

“Shuai, it should be number one.” Ji Feng analyzed, “But, throwing the car to protect the handsome, 

does it mean that No.1 betrayed Wang Wengao? But again, some points don’t make sense ……” 

“No matter that much, first find a way to remove the biological bomb from Wang Wengao’s body and 

raid the interrogation!” Xiang Yongzhan said. 

“Do you need my help?” Ji Feng asked. 

Xiang Yongzhan shook his head and said, “Now that the research on modified humans within the 

military has also achieved certain results, it should be possible to remove the biological bomb inside 

Wang Wengao’s body.” 

Ji Feng nodded: “That’s good, I’ll go back and wait for news …… By the way, there’s another question, 

has Qiao Gakai found it yet?” 

Xiang Yongzhan shook his head: “No news yet, I will inform you first if there is any news.” 

Leaving the military camp, Ji Feng went straight back home. 

The news of Wang Wengao’s arrest is still top secret, even his father, Ji Zhenhua, doesn’t know about it 

yet, and Ji Feng didn’t mention it. At this time, the outside world is in turmoil, and Ji Zhenhua is even 

busier, so he just came home for a meal and went back to work. 

But that night Ji Feng finally received a phone call from Xiang Yongzhan, in the phone Xiang Yongzhan 

only said, “It’s done!” 

Ji Feng immediately understood that the biological bomb should have been removed from Wang 

Wengao’s body, and he immediately asked, “When will it start?” 



“It’s ready to start now!” Xiang Yongzhan said. 

“Good, tell me as soon as there is news!” Ji Feng said. 

However, to Ji Feng’s surprise, early the next morning Xiang Yongzhan drove to the downstairs of his 

house. As soon as Ji Feng got into the car, Xiang Yongzhan said, “Ji Feng, it seems that you are still 

needed, Wang Wengao is too stubborn, no medicine will work on him, and all kinds of methods have 

been tried, but none of them work.” 

“He won’t talk?” Ji Feng asked. 

“Even the interrogation experts from the intelligence department have come, but it’s useless.” Xiang 

Yongzhan shook his head. 

Ji Feng’s face changed when he heard that the interrogation experts had come, “Are you crazy? Don’t 

you know that No.1 wants to silence him, and you actually let outsiders in!” 

Xiang Yongzhan said, “Don’t worry first, if you’re not sure, you definitely can’t get close to Wang 

Wengao, but everything is hopeless now, so I came to ask you if there’s any good way.” 

Ji Feng said, “It seems that the only way is to use neurotoxin!” 

Xiang Yongzhan immediately said, “We’ve already used it, but Wang Wengao’s will is too strong, it 

doesn’t work at all.” 

“That’s not necessarily because he’s strong-willed, let’s not talk about that first, take me over there and 

have a look!” 
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Together with Xiang Yongzhan, Ji Feng came to the barracks again and prepared to arraign Wang 

Wengao. 

In fact, with Ji Feng’s status, he was not allowed to touch such secrets, but since he was involved from 

beginning to end, and even Wang Wengao was caught by his own hands, no one said anything. 

When he saw Wang Wengao again, Ji Feng found that Wang Wengao no longer had his previous 

elegance, his face was somewhat pale, his glasses were gone from his face, his hair was messy, and he 

looked very wretched. 

“Wang Wengao, can you see me?” Ji Feng sat down opposite Wang Wengao and asked, because he was 

worried that Wang Wengao wouldn’t be able to see him after his glasses were removed. 

“This guy is a fake myopia, with or without glasses it makes no difference to him!” Before Wang Wengao 

could answer Xiang Yongzhan immediately said. 

Ji Feng was slightly stunned, then he couldn’t help but feel that it wasn’t without reason that Wang 

Wengao was able to hide so deeply and hadn’t been caught until now. At the very least, Wang Wengao’s 

usual disguise was really too good and cautious, even when he was caught yesterday he didn’t reveal 

that he was a fake nearsighted person, so it was clear how cautious this person usually was. 

“Wang Wengao, we meet again.” Ji Feng said. 



“I thought yesterday was the last time we met.” Wang Wengao smiled, although his appearance was 

wretched, he was actually in good spirits. 

Ji Feng laughed, “You actually know that a day has passed? It seems they didn’t do anything to you!” 

Wang Wengao said, “That’s because they were too stupid.” 

Seeing Xiang Yongzhan’s face sink, Ji Feng patted his shoulder and turned his head to look at Wang 

Wengao, “Alright, let’s cut the crap today, they couldn’t interrogate you, so it’s my turn.” 

Wang Wengao nodded, “Be my guest!” 

Ji Feng immediately stood up and came to Wang Wengao’s side, grabbed Wang Wengao’s wrist, he 

immediately noticed that Wang Wengao’s pulse was beating very slowly, much slower than a normal 

person, Ji Feng immediately understood that Wang Wengao’s kung fu was still there, at least his internal 

energy had not been destroyed. 

A slow pulse is one of the most obvious characteristics of a martial arts practitioner, and as Wang 

Wengao was a top expert, he must also have this characteristic. So Ji Feng first probed his pulse, and 

sure enough, he found the problem. 

“Wang Wengao, as I said yesterday, since you’re not willing to talk, you’ll definitely have a bad time.” Ji 

Feng said in a deep voice. 

Wang Wengao, however, just smiled, “I also said, be my guest!” 

Seeing that Wang Wengao was still so bashful even now, Ji Feng couldn’t help but smile, he didn’t care if 

Wang Wengao was deliberately putting on this supercilious look or if he was just pretending, he 

wouldn’t be soft today. 

Ji Feng gave full power to the bio-current and suddenly punched Wang Wengao on the shoulder, then 

without waiting for Wang Wengao to react, he made a continuous fast attack and broke all of Wang 

Wengao’s limbs! 

Xiang Yongzhan hurriedly stood up, “Ji Feng, you don’t need to do this if you want to use torture ……” 

Ji Feng interrupted him, “I’m not moving to torture.” 

Ji Feng was only doing this to break Wang Wengao’s meridians, he didn’t come from a martial arts 

school, nor had he received a martial arts heritage, but he knew what it took to break his opponent’s 

meridians, because right now his left arm meridians were somewhat blocked, he had been injured, so he 

naturally had experience. 

After receiving several consecutive blows, Wang Wengao’s face suddenly turned pale, still sitting on the 

chair his body was however trembling slightly, not because of fear, but because of the pain caused by 

those few blows from Ji Feng just now which were really too ruthless and completely broke the 

meridians of his limbs. 

“Now, we can talk!” Ji Feng said, reaching out and pressing his hand on Wang Wengao’s head. 



“Wait!” Just as Ji Feng was about to activate the bio-current to simulate into neurotoxin, Wang Wengao 

suddenly spoke up, “We can talk!” 

He and the intelligence department’s interrogation experts had tossed and turned all night yesterday 

without getting Wang Wengao to talk, but now Ji Feng had only hit him a few times and he had 

obediently opened his mouth, which made Xiang Yongzhan overjoyed. 

However, Ji Feng shook his head, “I don’t really believe what you say, it’s better to use my method.” 

Wang Wengao said, “Now that things have come to this, are you still afraid that what I say is not true?” 

Ji Feng said, “If you were willing to say it, you should have said it yesterday when you were first caught, 

why did you have to wait until now?” 

Wang Wengao wanted to say something else but Ji Feng interrupted him, “Don’t worry, it will be quick, 

don’t bother your brain.” 

With that, Wang Wengao frowned and suddenly closed his eyes. 

“Ji Feng ……” 

Xiang Yongzhan looked at Ji Feng with some concern, Wang Wengao was willing to open his mouth, 

what else was Ji Feng going to do? 

Ji Feng shook his head at him, signaling for him not to rush. 

A few minutes later, Wang Wengao, whose body was still trembling, gradually calmed down, and his 

tightly closed eyes gradually relaxed. 

Ji Feng asked, “What’s your name?” 

“Wang Wengao ……” 

“What is your position in the dynasty?” Ji Feng asked again. 

“Chief Steward.” 

Ji Feng nodded to Xiang Yongzhan, “You can ask, you try.” 

In his heart, he was a bit confused, Wang Wengao was only the chief administrator in the dynasty? Bai 

Zhu was already the chief administrator at the beginning, Wang Wengao was in charge of the whole of 

China, he was also called the king, but he was also just a chief administrator? 

Ji Feng pushed this question to the back of his mind for the time being and listened attentively to Xiang 

Yongzhan’s interrogation of Wang Wengao. 

When he could finally interrogate Wang Wengao, there was some excitement in Xiang Yongzhan’s heart, 

he took a deep breath and asked, “Wang Wengao, where is the headquarters of the dynasty?” 

“The headquarters is on Nameless Island.” 

“Where is Nameless Island?” Xiang Yongzhan did not expect to really be able to ask and immediately 

pursued the question. 



“It’s in the Pacific Ocean waters near Kepong.” 

Xiang Yongzhan was a little less than satisfied with this answer and immediately asked, “What about the 

exact location?” 

Wang Wengao said, “Only Number One knows the exact coordinates.” 

Number One. 

Finally involving Number One, Ji Feng and Xiang Yongzhan glanced at each other, the two of them 

nodded slightly, and Xiang Yongzhan immediately continued to ask, “Who is Number One?” 

“Number one ……” 

Wang Wengao suddenly fell into silence. 

Xiang Yongzhan asked again, and Wang Wengao still did not make a sound. He immediately looked at Ji 

Feng, who said, “You change the question again.” 

He had been standing by Wang Wengao’s side, with his hand still on Wang Wengao’s shoulder, just to 

prevent Wang Wengao from pretending to be poisoned to give false answers, and now he could clearly 

feel that Wang Wengao was not awake, although he did not know why Wang Wengao had fallen into 

silence, but it should not be deliberate. 

Xiang Yongzhan immediately changed his question: “What is the structure of the dynasty?” 

Wang Wengao said, “One general manager for each base and two heads for each region.” 

“How many regions are there in total?” Xiang Yongzhan let out a sigh of relief as a different question 

Wang Wengao finally answered. 

Ji Feng frowned slightly, it seemed that Wang Wengao was very sensitive to questions about number 

one, even after being hit with neurotoxin he was still silent when he encountered this question. 

The good thing is that after bypassing this question, Wang Wengao’s answers all went well. 

Through the questions and answers between Xiang Yongzhan and Wang Wengao, Ji Feng probably had a 

clear picture of the structure of Dynasty. 

There were many bases under the dynasty, even Wang was not sure exactly how many bases there 

were, but just in the area of Asia alone, there were as many as dozens of dynasty bases, and on each of 

them there were reformed people undergoing transformation and training. 

The person in charge of each base is known as a supervisor. 

But some of the bases’ supervisors were actually just a cover identity, the real supervisor was someone 

else, which made Ji Feng think of Bai Zhu. When Bai Zhu was the supervisor in Xixia, perhaps it was also 

just a cover identity, because he asked Bai Zhu about it later, and Bai Zhu did not ask about the 

reformers. 

Upwards from the base, there were regions. 



This was divided into regions by the dynasties, for example, around China. Each region had two heads, 

which had different divisions of labour and were rarely in contact with each other. Ji Feng thought of 

Master Wang and No.1, both of whom were in charge of the China region, just not in charge of the same 

things. 

The King was mainly responsible for operations, while No.1 was responsible for the economy and the 

operation of the forces. Of course, their terms of reference would intersect with each other, and the 

King wasn’t just solely responsible for operations; in addition to operations, he was also responsible for 

infiltration and the economy. 

At the same time, the two did not govern each other, but were on equal footing; they were both under 

the direct management of the dynasty. 

What interested Ji Feng the most was still the identity of No. 1, and who exactly was King, the boss of 

the dynasty. 

However, Wang was obviously very sensitive to the question of No. 1’s identity, so they bypassed the 

question and asked about king’s identity. 

As a result, the answer given by Wang Wengao surprised both Ji Feng and Xiang Yongzhan, because 

Wang Wengao actually did not know the identity of king either. 

As a direct subordinate of King, Wang Wengao didn’t know King’s identity? 

If we had to explain it, it could be explained, for example, that King was wearing a mask when he met 

with them, or that he was deliberately hiding his identity, using a cover identity to command them, etc. 

This is all possible. 

But what really surprised Ji Feng and the two of them was that according to Wang Wengao, he had 

never seen King’s face at all, but he knew that King was very powerful. Every time he communicated 

with king, he was in a room with a cubicle and only heard voices, but never saw king. 

The fact that King is directly in charge of the regional heads around the world is like a company 

president who has to lead the department managers below him, how could he never meet with the 

department managers? 

Where was King’s prestige then? And how could he hold down the people below him? 

Ji Feng then thought of the biological bomb, with this thing in place, there was no need to consider the 

issue of prestige. 

A boss who never met with his subordinates, yet he was able to arrange things in an orderly manner, 

and he was also able to play around the world, even if he was in a hostile position, Ji Feng really admired 

this king, this was really a man of immense power, at least, Ji Feng thought he could never do it! 
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“How many regions in total is the dynasty divided into around the world?” In the interrogation room, 

Xiang Yongzhan continued to ask, with a recorder next to him taking quick notes while the video and 

audio recordings were on. 



“There are eight regions in total.” Wang Wengao replied. 

“Which eight areas?” Xiang Yongzhan pursued the question, he felt that although Ji Feng’s interrogation 

techniques were powerful, there was one bad thing, the person being interrogated never took the 

initiative to answer questions, and the answers to what was asked would not be extended, one had to 

keep pursuing the question to get it. 

Wang Wengao replied, “There are three regions in Asia, China, Kepong, and other places, Europe, Rice 

……” 

The answer of Wang Wengao’s answer is that Ji Feng is secretly surprised, it seems that the strength of 

Kepong is really not to be underestimated, when the dynasty is divided, in Asia Kepong and China can 

even be listed as one region, you know, China has more than one billion people, but how many people 

are there in Kepong? 

This shows the strength of Kepong! 

According to Wang Wengao’s answer, the heads of the eight regions around the world do not meet each 

other, nor do they usually have any contact with each other, as they simply do not know who the heads 

of the other regions are. 

The dynasty is actually not well received in the world, even in the most supportive countries, there are 

people who are opposing it, so the people in charge usually do everything they can to conceal their 

identities and hide their whereabouts, one more person knows, one more point of danger. 

“How do you and Number One connect with each other?” Xiang Yongzhan finally pursued No. 1 again, 

but instead of asking No. 1’s identity directly, he switched it up and asked for contact information 

between Wang Wengao and No. 1. 

As long as he could get the contact information, there was a possibility of fishing out Number One. 

“……” 

However, when Wang Wengao heard this question, he did not answer. 

Xiang Yongzhan looked at Ji Feng, who slowly shook his head, he didn’t have much of a solution to this, 

in fact, he had many interrogation methods, but none of them were suitable for use on Wang Wengao, 

because the vast majority of his methods could only be used once at most, and then the person being 

interrogated would be completely wasted. 

Alternatively, drugs could be used to assist, but those drugs had not been developed by Ji Feng and only 

existed in the Gamma Galaxy. 

Ji Feng said in a low voice, “Ask other questions first, while the neurotoxin is still effective, ask all you 

want to know first, the questions about No.1 will come later.” 

Xiang Yongzhan nodded and immediately started asking other questions. 

It took more than an hour for Xiang Yongzhan to finish all the questions he wanted to ask, including 

which ancient martial arts sects in China had defected to the dynasty, and which masters who were 

originally long-established in the martial arts world had also become members of the dynasty. 



One of the biggest gains was the dynasty’s infiltration in China, but of course it was mainly a part of 

what Wang Wengao had mastered, as for what No.1 had mastered, Wang Wengao did not say. Ji Feng 

couldn’t tell whether he was particularly sensitive to No.1’s questions or whether he didn’t know about 

No.1’s operations in China. 

When all the questions had been asked, in the end, the question came back around to Number One. 

Xiang Yongzhan was just about to ask again about No.1’s identity when Ji Feng suddenly interjected, 

“Wang Wengao, let me ask you, is the young male your son Qiao Gakai?” 

Wang Wengao was silent and did not answer. 

Ji Feng asked two more times in a row, but Wang Wengao still didn’t have any reaction, exactly the 

same as when he asked about No. 1. 

Ji Feng whispered, “It seems that he still has a conscious resistance to the more sensitive questions.” 

Xiang Yongzhan said urgently, “Then what should we do?” 

It was hard for Ji Feng to get Wang Wengao to talk, but it turned out that he couldn’t ask the key 

questions. Although Wang Wengao had also explained a lot, what Xiang Yongzhan really wanted to 

know was the identity of No. 1, if he could know the identity of No. 1, then it would be like knowing the 

top person in charge of the dynasty in China, and then he could clear out the dynasty’s forces in China in 

one operation. 

But if the identity of No. 1 was not known, the dynasty’s forces in China could not be eradicated. 

Ji Feng pondered for a moment and said, “Then you should fatigue bomb him and ask him continuous 

questions about No.1 and Little Gongzi before the neurotoxin wears off, and see if you can loosen his 

consciousness.” 

Hearing that Ji Feng didn’t have a better solution either, Xiang Yongzhan could only nod helplessly and 

then started asking Wang Wengao the same question over and over again. 

After another half an hour, Xiang Yongzhan’s own mouth was about to smoke when Wang Wengao 

suddenly opened his mouth to answer, “Number one is Wu Zhengmin ……” 

“Who?” 

Ji Feng and Xiang Yongzhan abruptly stood up when they heard this answer and looked at Wang 

Wengao in astonishment, “Who is number one?” 

Wang Wengao repeated, “Number one is Wu Zhengmin.” 

Ji Feng and Xiang Yongzhan looked at each other and both saw the shock in each other’s eyes. 

Number one was actually Wu Zhengmin? 

This news was really too shocking for them, they could never have imagined that number one would be 

Wu Zhengmin of the Wu family no matter what, it was not too much to say that this news was stone-

cold shocking. 



Ji Feng shook his head vigorously, trying to calm himself down, and when he looked at Wang Wengao, 

he suddenly frowned. 

“Ji Feng, you watch here, I need to report immediately, this news is too important ……” Xiang Yongzhan 

was also shaken, his hands and feet were cold, Wu Zhengmin, who once held an important position and 

could almost be said to have half stepped into the centre, would be the dynasty’s number one in China 

The head of the dynasty in China? 

Xiang Yongzhan had to report this news no matter what, because if Wu Zhengmin was the No. 1, then 

the members of the dynasty he had trained might not know how high their positions were, and might 

have known that Wang Wengao had been captured. 

Although Wu Zhengmin is dead, the dynasty members he trained are still there! 

No wonder Wang Wengao said he was afraid of being silenced. Xiang Yongzhan was a bit dismissive 

before, thinking that Wang Wengao was bluffing and worrying about the sky, but now he understood 

that if No. 1 was really Wu Zhengmin, maybe the other party really had the ability to silence him. 

The first thing you need to do is to go out in a hurry and be stopped by Ji Feng, “Old Xiang, don’t rush to 

report first, I think something is not quite right.” 

The first thing that happened was that the company was not able to get the money to pay for it. I have 

to hurry to report, in case it’s true, once it’s late I’m afraid there will be big ripples ……” 

“Wait!” 

Ji Feng interrupted him with a wave of his hand and turned his head to look at Wang Wengao, “Wang 

Wengao, when did you slow down?” 

Xiang Yongzhan immediately looked at Wang Wengao in shock, but saw that Wang Wengao slowly 

closed his eyes and took a deep breath before opening his eyes, “Ji Feng, I now regret more and more 

that I didn’t kill you earlier!” 

Xiang Yongzhan immediately understood that he had just been lied to, Wang Wengao was not telling the 

truth in 8`9 out of 10, especially on the issue of No. 1, “Ji Feng, this son of a bitch is playing a trick on 

us?” 

Ji Feng nodded, “That’s right, he was actually awake when you asked him just now, but he pretended 

not to be awake to answer your question.” 

Xiang Yongzhan immediately asked, “Then when did he wake up?” 

Ji Feng said, “It should have been when you repeatedly asked Number One and Little Gongzi about their 

identities.” Just a moment ago, Ji Feng felt an extremely weak tremor in Wang Wengao’s body, it wasn’t 

a natural tremor due to the broken meridians in his limbs, it was just that the answer Wang Wengao 

gave was so shocking that he was a little lost in thought for a while. 

But when he calmed down and thought about it, he immediately understood that Wang Wengao had 

woken up. 



“Then those questions he answered before ……?” Xiang Yongzhan’s heart lifted, could it be that all those 

questions Wang Wengao answered him before were just playing a trick on him? 

“Those should be true!” Ji Feng said, looking at Wang Wengao, “But it’s hard to say if his answers were 

true when it comes to the identity of No. 1 and the young grandson. Wang Wengao, are you playing 

with us?” 

Wang Wengao said, “I don’t remember what I said.” 

Ji Feng shook his head, “No, you remember. At the very least, you will remember the last question.” 

Wang Wengao did not say anything. 

Xiang Yongzhan immediately asked in a deep voice, “Wang Wengao, did you just say that Wu Zhengmin 

was number one, true or false?” 

Wang Wengao’s face squeezed out a small smile, “And what do you think?” 

Xiang Yongzhan said in a deep voice, “I’m asking you! Not you asking me!” 

Wang Wengao said, “I don’t remember answering you, and whatever you heard is none of my 

business!” 

Xiang Yongzhan looked at him coldly, “I see, you still want to try the tactics of the intelligence 

department, then fine, since you want to play, then we’ll play!” 

When he heard Xiang Yongzhan’s cold voice, Wang Wengao did not react at all, as if he was deaf to it. 

Wang Wengao’s performance caused Xiang Yongzhan to nod heavily, “Good! Then let’s try!” 

“Wait!” 

Ji Feng stopped Xiang Yongzhan and said, “Old Xiang, don’t rush first.” 

Seeing Ji Feng’s gesture, Xiang Yongzhan immediately followed him outside, and as soon as he came out 

he couldn’t help but ask, “Ji Feng, can you be sure that all those questions he answered before are 

true?” 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “I’m ninety-nine percent sure, of course, I don’t know if what he answered is 

true, but it must be what he thinks is true! But if the dynasty is lying to him, then it’s hard to say, but 

that’s very unlikely.” 

“That’s good!” 

Xiang Yongzhan then breathed a sigh of relief, for the possibility of Dynasty lying to Wang Wengao he 

thought it was very low, Wang Wengao was the king, to manage the people below him, he always had to 

have some real information. 

Ji Feng said, “Old Xiang, this person’s physique is particularly strong, and you can tell that this person 

has hard bones, especially since he was once a master, it won’t be very useful for you to put means on 

this kind of person, if possible, I suggest using drugs for interrogation.” 



Xiang Yongzhan nodded and said, “I know, the intelligence department’s interrogation experts are 

staying at the barracks, I’ll have them cooperate afterwards.” 

“Hmm. Now Wang Wengao can no longer fully resist the effects of the drugs, so you guys have to be 

quick!” Ji Feng said. 

“Don’t worry about this, I will make him talk about the true identities of Number One and Little Gongzi!” 

Xiang Yongzhan said in a deep voice. 

 


